Roland Garros, the most daring of French airmen, has been made prisoner after a forced descent at Ingelmuister, behind the German lines. Already the idol of the French nation, Garros became the terror of the Huns' flying men, whom he engaged single-handed in numerous aerial duels with complete success. In his great duel with Hamel he wore beautifully-cased trousers, dancing pumps, and silk socks, but he was a dare-devil as well as a dandy.—*Daily Sketch,rai* Fu, and *Le Monde.*
BE-KIND-TO-GERMANY? M.P.'S MUST FACE THE MUSIC.

Electors Demand A Straight Answer From These Men—Are You For Or Against Britain?

NEW "RADICAL PARTY TO END THE WAR."

The notice to quit served on Mr. C. P. Teed, M.P. for the Elstead Division of Yorkshire, can be taken as a warning by several other members of Parliament who are also not in favour of the Government's policy.

The action is entirely spontaneous on the part of the M.P.'s, and there is no indication that it is to be followed by their fellow members.

"I know nothing whatever about it till I read it in the papers," said Mr. C. P. Teed, M.P. for Elstead Division, "and I have no idea whatever of the contents of the notice.

No incentive came from

Still others in addition are adopting a rather nebulous attitude. Presumably they will be asked to state definitely what they think of the proposed peace settlement.

Mr. Ponsonby has already met his constituents, but he outlined his point of view, and said he was satisfied that the war was the one great issue which had to be met with determination.

The coming General Election, Mr. Ponsonby declared, was the most important which could be voted upon in the history of the country.

"I would like to see a new Radical Party arise," he said, "and take its place among the other parties in the House of Commons.

"I am not sure what it will do, but I am sure it will do something," he added, "and I think it would be a good thing if it were to arise.

Mr. RAMSAY MACDONALD'S DENIAL.

"It is absolutely untrue. There is not the shadow of a foundation for such a statement.

The Leader of the Labour Party said he was informed that a statement had been made by a Daily Sketch representative that there was a 

Mr. Ramsay MacDonald, M.P., was asked if he had any comment to make on the statement.

"I am not sure what it will do, but I am sure it will do something," he said.

"I would like to see a new Radical Party arise," he added, "and take its place among the other parties in the House of Commons.

"I am not sure what it will do, but I am sure it will do something," he said, "and I think it would be a good thing if it were to arise.
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IMPORTANT POSITION WRESTED FROM HUNTS.

British In Two Days' Desperate Fighting Near Ypres:

CAPTURE OF HILL 60.

Furious German Counter-Attacks All Repulsed.

ENEMY MOWN DOWN BY OUR MACHINE GUNS.

From The Western Front.

Battalions, April 19.

A successful action commencing on the evening of the 17th culminated last night in the capture of an important point known as Hill 60, which lies about two miles south of Zillebeke, east of Ypres.

This hill dominates the country to the north and north-west.

The successful explosion of a mine under the German commenced the operation, and many Germans were killed by this, and other prisoners captured, including an officer.

At daybreak on the 18th the enemy delivered a heavy attack from the east, but were repulsed with heavy loss.

They advanced in close formation, and our machine-guns battery got well into them.

Desperate efforts were made all yesterday by the Germans to recover the hill, but they were everywhere repulsed with great loss.

In front of the captured position, upon which we are now completely in strength, hundreds of dead are lying.

Yesterday two German aeroplanes were brought down. In addition to the enemy the total loss to the enemy is five aeroplanes.

Yesterday's French and German official reports contained the following accounts of the battle—

French Official.

The British troops South-east of Ypres yesterday in Belgium the Germans were driven near Ypres out of the small section 200 yards of German positions which trenches. They now hold. Amongst the German troops Conines—railway on their move and the strong enemy, again to face to the attack in the positions held.

The attack broke down.

The sensational statement issued from the German Headquarters is obviously intended to deceive the German press and neutral nations.

PROGRESS IN ALSACE.

French Official News.

In Alsace considerable progress has been made. On Monday, the advance电池 continued.

On the northern bank we have occupied the crest of Bergampala south-west of Spichern-Hausach, near which town on the main road a German force was marching from the south to the north in the direction of the Reichs and of Metz.

We have occupied a series of heights of which the nearest is the top of the hill

Feltweil opposite Bergampala.

In the advance deployment we took a section of mountain artillery, two guns of 74 millimetres, and two machine guns.

WILL THEY DARE DEPRIVE THE NAVY OF COAL?

Welsh Miners' Threat To Risk National Calamity.

DANGEROUS DEMAND FOR MORE WAGES TO BE ENFORCED BY STRIKE.

The unanimous decision of the Welsh miners yesterday in favour of tendering a fortnight's notice to foreclose their demand for a 20 per cent bonus has fallen like a bombshell among the export trade.

The idea of a strike is unthinkable, say the exporters, for the British Navy cannot possibly exist without Welsh coal.

Nevertheless, the strike policy has passed beyond the stage of a threat by the miners' Federation of Great Britain, at their most recent meeting on Tuesday, and it is plain that if the export trade cannot be grease the extreme Welsh sectional action will inevitably follow.

UNPRECEDEDNTED PROFITS.

The men claim that the coalowners have made unprecedented profits out of the export trade, regard the £5 per ton, bonus offered with certain improvement conditions as unpracticable.

The new wages agreement comes forward for discussion to-day. The new arrangements will be the beginning of the war the Admiralty has been ship building to such an extent that 1,000 and a normal rate of one and a half million.

The export trade has been supplied with coal at a lower price than the requirements of the Admiralty, and will be supplied with coal at a lower price than the Admiralty.

" TO THE BITTER END."

After the meeting yesterday the South Wales miners' Federation ad an agreement that the delegate said the proposal was adopted unanimously.

"Will you carry the resolution to the point of a strike? "

"Yes," the delegate replied. "Unless the owners will not meet us, the Government intervenes, South Wales will press this matter to the bitter end.".

MEN FROM THE TRENCHES FOR THE MUNITIONS FACTORIES.

More Fuses Now Produced In A Week Than In A Year Before The War.

Lord Elphinstone, on behalf of the War Office, told manufacturers at Birmingham yesterday that, with reference to the dearth of skilled labour it had been arranged that any man who would help would be invaluable in the factory should, where possible, be released from military duty, and sent back to work again.

His lordship also stated that at the present time more fuses were being produced in one week than were previously produced in a year.

Mr. Booth's committee, he aded, was fully alive to the necessities of the situation.

Mr. Asquith speaks to the War Workers to-day.


Mr. Asquith goes down to Newcastle to-day to address the men of the chief centres for the production of munitions of war.

Though nominally speaking to the war-workers, he will also wish to be addressing the public of the suburbs and numerous scenes has been aroused in the scene.

Five thousand tickets have been distributed to workmen who are working at the N.E. Donate local manager will be present, and will be supported by loading employers and munition manufacturers.

Tobacco for the Prime Minister, who will be accompanied by other officials, is also being inspected at various works.

Although the Minister's speech on yesterday's Cabinet was called primarily for consideration of Mr. Asquith's statement as the armaments order.

WEEKLY REST IN DOCKYARDS.

The Admirable Royal Navy.

The Royal Navy is the most important branch of the British navy, and the one that has the greatest interest in the world.

The Admirable Royal Navy Medical Corps, was one of the heroes of Naval War.

While putting out his duties he was badly wounded. However, he did not prevent him from being engaged with the enemy, and led the wounded.

His command by the giving to him of the military cross.

The Hun In His Humour.

The Prince of Wales.

The Petit Prince states that a refugee who has arrived at Dijon from the department of Meuse at Montsul related that the Germans not far to her house and threw two children into the flames.

BRITISH GRENADIER CAPTURES 50 GERMANS.

Astonishing Deeds That Won Two Guardsmen The Victoria Cross.

Three Days' Agony.

Devoted Soldier's Sacrifice For Wounded Officer.

One British Guradian compelled nearly 50 Germans to surrender to him at the battle of Neuve Chapelle.

He is Lance-Corporal Wilfred Dally Fuller, of the 1st Grenadier Guards, who, cut off from his platoon, charged the enemy with his revoler and killed the leading man of the party.

But Private Edward Barber, of the same regiment, received the hero-corpsal, as he skillful bomb-throwing, compelled large numbers of the enemy to surrender.

The names of the two Guardsmen appeared in a list of five recipients of the Victoria Cross in last night's London Gazette.

The list is as follows—

Private Edward Barber, 1st Battalion, Grenadier Guards.

For most conspicuous bravery on March 15 at Neuve Chapelle, the Guardsman of the Grenadier regiment to which he belonged, and showed great courage and quickness in capturing a very large number of them at very short range. He was severely wounded, but they found him quite alone and unsupporting, with his revolver in his hand. The wound was dangerous, but he refused to be taken to a dressing station.

Lance-Corporal Wilfred Dally Fuller, 1st Battalion, Grenadier Guards, No. 1229.

For his valour on March 15 at Neuve Chapelle. Terrifying a party of the enemy, and giving such a magnificent effect on the German line as to cause whole regiment to fall back. Although wounded early in the action, he killed the leading man with a bomb, the remainder being terrified at his courage, surrendered on his word. He was at the front all night.

Lance-Corporal Cyril Gordon Martin, D.S.O., 5th Field Company, Royal Engineers.

For most conspicuous bravery at Spaarnweert, Bruges, on March 15, Private Barber took the German signals station at the point of a gun. Although wounded early in the action, he held his ground, killed the German officer, and issued the order of retreat.

Private Henry May, 1st Battalion, The Camerons (Scottish Rifles), No. 795.

For most conspicuous bravery near La Boudrin on October 21, 1914, in voluntarily entering the enemy's trench from the rear, and killing a German officer and three men, and preventing them from reinforcements for nearly 2 hours, until the enemy were finally repulsed.

Private Ross Tollerston, 1st Battalion, The Queens (East Surrey) Regiment.

For most conspicuous bravery and devotion to duty in action near the Italian front, on February 25, 1916. Private Barber charged the enemy and was killed. He was wounded, but killed before he could be taken to a dressing station.

Private Henry May, 1st Battalion, The Camerons (Scottish Rifles), No. 795.

For most conspicuous bravery near La Boudrin on October 21, 1914, in voluntarily entering the enemy's trench from the rear, and killing a German officer and three men, and preventing them from reinforcements for nearly 2 hours, until the enemy were finally repulsed.

BATTLE FOR THE HEIGHTS.

Austro-German Attacks Humbled Back By Russians In The Carpathians.

Russian Official News.

PETROGRAD, March.

On Sunday night the enemy suffered great losses in a further attack upon our troops in the direction of Intoppolon.

The battle is on the southern Carpathian defences, and appears to have been the great struggle in the North and South regions.

The enemy advanced to the approach to our positions, and captured an Austrian battalion, which returned to the front. It is not confirmed that on April 15, when we turned the heights to the extreme south-east of the division, we made prisoners 1,500 men and more than 50 officers and 600 machine guns.

On April 17 we repulsed two fresh attacks in the direction of Stry (Galicia)—Rewet.

WARSHIPS "PROCEEDING WEST."

Amsterdam, Monday.

Reports are to hand this morning of considerable activity in the North Sea on the part of German naval vessels.

A slimmer just arrived from London reports that the British naval vessels were reported as being near the French coast, and that they were being reported as being within 20 miles of the coast, and that they were being reported as being within 20 miles of the coast.
**TWO APRIL BRIDES.**

Miss Avis Lucy Elwes, a daughter of the Rector of Woolbeding, Sussex, is to marry the Rev. C. E. Hoyle, Vicar of Rusebourne, Melbourn, next week. —(Scotney.)

Miss Constance Stella Davidson is marrying to-morrow Lieut. Arthur Duncan Davidson, South'or Highlanders, the only son of Mr. E. G. Davidson, Highland Light Infantry. —(Val. E. Rattray.)

Lady Leicester is providing a furnished house at Holkham, the family seat in Norfolk, as a Red Cross convalescent home for officers during the summer.

**OFFICER'S FRIEND.**

D.C.M. FROM THE WOUNDED. Corporal Vluntor Rifles, the only son of Mr. E. G. Davidson, Highland Light Infantry, is to marry Peggy, a little girl rider in Betten Row, and Baby Eve Day, one of Miss Lila Field's company of English dancers, sold primroses yesterday on behalf of the Blue Cross. —(Daily Sketch Photograph.)

**THE CHILDREN SELL PRIMROSES FOR THE SAKE OF THE WAR-HORSE.**

Baby Eve Day was an enthusiastic and successful little flower-girl. Peggy, a little girl rider, in Betten Row, and Baby Eve Day, one of Miss Lila Field's company of English dancers, sold primroses yesterday on behalf of the Blue Cross. —(Daily Sketch Photograph.)

**THE GARDEN OF THEIR LITTLE WOODEN HUT.**

A D.C.M. FROM BOMBAY.

Corporal H. P. Stoneham, of the Bombay Volunteer Rifles, for conspicuous bravery near Javeh, has been given the D.C.M.
WHAT ASQUITH OUGHT TO SAY.

TO-DAY Mr. Asquith is billed to speak at Tyne-side. The occasion may be historic, or it may be but a serio-comic interlude in this critical period of our national existence. It is for him to make a speech and his Government to decide. And they must decide now.

If Mr. Asquith goes to the Tyne-side and preaches torquemalism to the workers, and lectures them on slackness, mismanagement, laziness, and slowness in recruiting; or if, on the other hand, he holds out to them as an example what the Government is doing in the matter of self-sacrifice, he will have missed his opportunity.

We want a straight talk from Mr. Asquith. We want to know what our Army and Navy are in need of in the matter of self-help, and help from us, waiting to hear what the Government really wants, in order that this war—our war—shall be brought to a victorious end in the shortest possible time. Dress our amateurs. The British people are tired of being obscured.

THE Government has been keeping the nation in the dark. Our victories are obscured, our losses are made more terrible than the previous dull days of the public. This is our war now, not the Government's. It cannot be won without our aid. The British people will pay the price, but they must have told how the fight is going.

On a great many matters the Government has treated us shamefully. The Censorship has been fooled, and the air is full of rumours concerning the waste of our money in contracts. Cases inumerable of Government mismanagement are coming to light, despite the vigorous official efforts to conceal them.

Then in all this welter of unpreparedness, lack of foresight, waste, and incompetence we have the Ministers of the Government in our country like American revivalist preachers shouting out one or other way to the world sailing the country. Not only is this traitor to our style of life;

ARE more men required?—Then how many? Are more munitions needed? Then how many more factories and men are necessary in order that the war may be won? We are not well done without killing with overwork the men who are as important to us as our women.
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QUEEN ALEXANDRA VISITS BLIND SOLDIERS IN THEIR NEW HOME.

At Ypres they led the way.

The soldiers who lost their sight in action were visited by Queen Alexandra yesterday at their new home, where they are learning various trades. St. Dunstan's, a beautiful residence near Regent's Park, was placed at the disposal of the Blinded Soldiers' and Sailors' Care Committee by Mr. Otto Kahn.—(Daily News, etc.)
Knocked out. Johnson says good-bye to all the championship brought him.

Willard laughs at Johnson, as the black laughed at Jeffries.

Johnson gained notoriety more by his mode of reckless living and the fact that he married a white woman than by his prowess in the ring.
CEYLON & INDIAN TEA

is still to be bought at the same old price, 1s. per lb.

Full and delicious flavour—economical in use. Try it!

Sold at all Branches of the

HOME & COLONIAL STORES LIMITED

"TIZ" for Sore, Tired Feet—Ah!

"Such a Relief! How my sore

puffed-up, perspiring feet

ached for TIZ."

Pull, Johnny, pull.

At what relief! No more tired feet; no more burning feet; no more swollen ankles; perspiring feet. No more sores in corns, hard skin, bunions.

So much what all your feet, or what under the

sun you're tried without getting relief, just use

TIZ. TIZ is the only remedy that draws out all

the poisonous exudations which puff up the feet. TIZ cures your foot trouble so that you'll never

again or draw up your toes in pain. Your shoes

won't seem tight, and your feet will never

burn, hurt or get sore and swollen. Think of it, no more foot trouble, no more agony from corns, hard skin, or business.

Get a 1½ lb. box at any chemist's or store and get

tired feet relief. Wear smaller shoes. Just try TIZ.

Get a whole year's feet comfort for only 1½ lb. of

TIZ. Think of it.

TOBACCO HABIT

You can conquer it easily in 3 days. Improve your health, prolong your life. No more stomach trouble, no foul breath, no heart weakness. Re-

tain Manly Vigour, Calm Nerves, clear eyes, and superior mental strength. Whether you smoke a pipe, cigarettes, cigars, or take snuff

all my interesting tobacco. Worth its

weight in gold. Potted Free.

EOW, J. WOODS, 10, NORFOLK ST. (202R), LONDON, W.C.
WHAT WOMEN ARE DOING: QUEEN ALEXANDRA IN REGENT'S PARK—A WEEK END AT EASTBOURNE SUNDAY'S BIG CONCERT.

There was a wonderful gathering at St. Dunstan's, Regent's Park, yesterday afternoon, when a concert was given by a number of artists, including a select choir of the Royal Normal College for the Blind.

St. Dunstan's is a shelter for the soldiers and sailors who have lost their sight in the war, and has been started and maintained by the National Institute for the Blind and the Red Cross Society, and the Order of St. John of Jerusalem.

Queen Alexandra in Velvet. The house was packed yesterday afternoon when an ideal spot for the entertainment, was given to the all-famous people were present, including the Duchess of Rutland, Miss Violet Argyll (who was wearing a white dress and silver shoes), Sir Philip Burne-Jones, Lady Garrard, and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Stanley.

Queen Alexandra, looking better than usual, was expected to arrive in a few minutes or plainness alone or together would not amuse the others who were present. Amongst them was the Princess of Wales, who was wearing a coat and hat which had been made by some of the red Cross girls. She was happy to find the outside wreathed with flowers.
THE "FEARFULNESS" OF THE "ZEPS"

(See 4th & 5th columns)

This is a scientific gentleman timed the dropping of a drop the shells fell.

A scientific gentleman timed the dropping of a drop on the following basis. The shells fell.

The above have arrived.

WELL GETS ANOTHER MATCH.

THE "FEARFULNESS" OF THE "ZEPS"

(See 4th & 5th columns)

This is a scientific gentleman timed the dropping of a drop on the following basis. The shells fell.
TRY THIS REMEDY FOR YOUR GREY HAIR FREE.

How you may prove to your own complete satisfaction that Grey hair can regain its original colour.

WONDERFUL PREPARATION WHICH SUPERSEDES DYES AND STAINS.

If you are grey-haired, if your hair is just beginning to turn grey, if you wear a wig or are about to have your hair cut, you will find this announcement of great interest. It offers you a complete free of cost trial remedy for your grey hair. It will entirely transform the appearance of your hair. For those of you who are already wearing wigs, you will be able to use it to keep your wig as good as new, and to keep it free from the same trouble as the rest of your hair.

Women who Make Good in Business. For every woman who makes good in business, it is a real blessing. Often, in the heat of battle, she had started in her girlhood to learn typewriting. As she grew older, she learned French, German and Italian, and she studied all the financial articles and then she bombed off her papers. The result was not deep sleep, but she had 240 wu, and she soon stopped thinking. A week later, in a little street near Westminister Abbey, she opened the "Secretarial Translation Bureau."

A year later she took an extra room. Undertaking enterprise and courage were power which had won her tiny success. For some years it just helped her to live.

Then Winterthorn, the new liberal hope, gave her some work. He was in a hurry, and he needed the most wonderful of hair-colour mixture that enables the return of hair colour in a very permanent instance. No one could see how his hair would change, and certainly such a thing would be too startlingly noticeable when used.

Then Astol was produced. It is now the most wonderful discovery to producers of hair colour in a speedy, permanent instance. No one can afford to look back nowadays, and certainly not this thing, because the right instance why your grey-haired mat or worn-out continue to be grey, but by the loss of their own hair.

The fine healing properties of Astol is that the colour is natural and genuine. The Astol is not a dye or stain, but a combination of substance and substance. The colour only takes it up and it will not come off. When it contains there come back all the original strength of the hair after the Astol has been applied. For the Astol is a genuine healing substance, and it gives an amazing life to all grey- coloured hair. Aceo NEW YORK.

GOOD NEWS TO GREY-HAIRED.

"ASTOL" the grey hair restorer.

task for those who are grey.

Every grey-haired woman should accept the opportunity of designing for the first time of grey-haired and to raise the magnificent. Astol is only a slight, and you will obtain the Astol will remain all the grey-haired patterns and the Astol.

NO DYES OR STAINS.

not been tampered into the dye products. Nothing else will do. For the Astol it is not a dye or stain, but a combination of substance and substance. The Astol contains Astol as the only true scientific method of removing grey. The Astol contains Astol, the Astol is therefore the Astol. It will not come off. Astol contains Astol, but the Astol will remain all the grey-haired patterns and the Astol.

1. A free trial bottle of "ASTOL," the natural and scientific remedy for grey hair.

For your free trial bottle of "ASTOL," send your name and address to "The Edwards' Harlone" Co., 29-30, New Bond Street, London, W.1.

SAIGE

EALY SKINCE

"A Seeker After Pleasure" by OLIVE WADDON, Author of " Reality," 

"The Mysteries of The Desert.

There were quite a few stories circulate at one time, and were of true and peculiar misfortunes in this desert. Cairo had those who are searching for her, and become a little excited, but soon forgot them in their own interests.

The Mysterious of The Desert.

As an example, let us say that the Desert is a place where there are no laws, no order, and the inhabitants are free to do what they please. In the midst of this chaos, a most extraordinary change takes place. The sand, which was once grey and lifeless, now becomes green and fertile. The trees that once grew only in the desert, now flourish in abundance. The animals that were once scarce, now multiply and thrive.

As you travel through the Desert, you will notice that the sand is warm and dry. But as you approach the edge of the green belt, you will feel a cool breeze. The air is fresher and the sky is bluer. You can hear the water in the distance, and the sound of birds singing. This is the new world, and it is a world of wonders.

NO MORE ASTHMA

Every asthma sufferer should know that Peter's Asthma Cure is the greatest and most successful instant relief. The moment you inhale the Peter's Asthma Cure you will feel it working, and you will be free from asthma attacks for good.

POTTER'S Asthma Cure

in the best remedy for the relief of asthma. It is the only cure for asthma that is absolutely effectual. It can be used by anyone, young or old, and it will cure the most severe cases of asthma.

Sign this Form To-day

Peter & Slate, Ltd., Alderla West, Ltd. Patented Form of Peter's Asthma Cure supplied by
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BIRDS AND LIVE STOCK

TALKING POINTS

CREDIT

MARRIAGE

PUBLICATIONS

MARRIAGE DIOCESES,

WEDDINGS,

WEDDINGS,

WEDDINGS,

WEDDINGS,
Joffre embraces a brave officer. Joffre congratulates Generals Balfourier, Care, de Trentigun, Lefevre, Ferry, Roy, Pallain, Moussy, Ayme, Noubisson, on their deeds.

A simple French private, who had rescued his wounded sergeant, and thought the deed no more than his ordinary duty, stood side by side with a dozen distinguished generals to receive honour at the hands of General Joffre.—(Reproduced from Le Miroir.)

NO WONDER THE GERMANS ARE DELIGHTED AT THE CAPTURE OF GARROS THE AIRMAN.

Only on Saturday we published this picture of a German aeroplane and its occupants brought down by Garros.

The news of Garros's capture will be received by Germany with as much delight as a victory.—(Birkett and Le Pays de France.)

Garros photographed at Hendon.